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Abstract
Few would question such doggerel as "no two snow
crystals are alike and in infinite variety they fall." Conversely, many might challenge the statement that individual crystals are relatively scarce by comparison with
snowflake aggregates, rimed crystals, and irregular forms;
but they are. T h e types of snow occurring in a storm
are a function of many variables including updraft
strength, temperature, cloud moisture, liquid water content, cloud thickness, and ice nuclei and crystal concentrations. Some of the relationships are obvious, others
more obscure, still others unknown. This paper describes ground observations and calculations that attempt to clarify certain snowfall forms in terms of the
cloud conditions likely to produce them.
1. Introduction
Regarding the habit of snow crystals occurring in nature,
we are accustomed to thinking in terms of symmetric,
individual hexagonal forms of planar or prismatic type.
These are certainly the basic initial crystallographic
forms, as the excellent photographs of Bentley (in
Bentley and Humphrey, 1931) and extensive work of
Nakaya (1954) show. It is well known that such crystals
grow by deposition of water vapor in an ice saturated
environment, with a uniform vapor density gradient surrounding each crystal. However, if one expects to commonly observe such perfect crystals in snowstorms, he is
quite apt to be disillusioned. Bentley (1902) noted
(though the comment is rarely quoted, if remembered)
that the symmetric crystals he concentrated on photographing fell mainly from certain (more passive) quadrants and edges of storm systems.
A better known fact is that snow crystals often continue to grow, depending on cloud conditions, by the
accretion of supercooled cloud droplets (riming) or by
the collection of other crystals (aggregation or snowflaking). Houghton (1950) and Hosier and Hallgren
(1961) have inferred that collisional growth can be appreciable. Also, the degree of crystal fragmentation by
collisions or other mechanisms is probably underestimated because of the tendency to ignore irregular or
amorphous crystal forms.
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Over several years, we have observed snowfall type in
many locales in mesoscale Great Lakes snowstorms (western New York), synoptic-scale east coast storms, and in
Rocky Mountain, European, and Arctic snowfalls. Aided
by such observations and hydrometeor growth considerations, it is the intent of this paper to try and put the
various growth mechanisms and their related cloud criteria into better perspective.
2. Snow cloud systems
Subsequently we will forget the beauty and dream world
of the delicate snowstars and stellar dendrites and ask
about the habits of those "workhorse" snow crystals that
are responsible for precipitating the moisture which is
stored or released in a cloud. Before doing so, we need to
define the precipitation systems being dealt with. As the
discussion will center on snow crystals, we will generally ignore large graupel, soft hail, and hail, i.e., those
solid hydrometeors which precipitate from summer convective cumulus-type clouds. We will, consequently,
emphasize winter cumuli and those stratiform cloud systems which fall within Bergeron's (1950) classical definition as consisting of a "releaser" cloud and a "spender"
cloud, or—expressed by different synonyms—of a
"seeder" cloud and a "feeder" cloud.
Bergeron postulates with these definitions that any
stratiform storm system which precipitates effectively
requires the production of crystals capable of scavenging
the precipitable water that is stored in the lower part of
the cloud system. In a normal cyclonic system, the former
is the altostratus or cirrostratus cloud, while the latter
is the low-level stratus and nimbostratus cloud. T h e
high level cirrostratus or altostratus typically is caused
by an upper level trough or by a warm front, while the
low-level stratus or nimbostratus results from the storm's
low-level vorticity or baroclinicity. Consequently, the
cirrostratus or altostratus is the "releaser" cloud, while
the low-level stratus or nimbostratus is the "spender"
cloud due to its higher liquid water content. We will
soon see that these cloud types can occur singly or in
combination, with differing precipitation consequences.
T h e Bergeron cloud system concept is supported by the
results obtained from radar studies at McGill University
(Marshall, 1953; Gunn et al., 1954); namely, that a
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layer of generating cloud elements at the top of the
cloud system is necessary for the formation of precipitation particles.
T h e elevated convective generating elements provide
for water saturation and low temperature, which are
necessary for condensation-freezing mechanisms to cause
ample ice formation. Down to temperatures of —25C,
the generating elements may still consist of water droplets which may subsequently crystallize. Consequently,
the generating cloud elements provide three efficient
nucleation conditions to provide ice crystals.
1) Ice nuclei which are sufficiently large to act as condensation nuclei may produce ice crystals by means of
condensation-crystallization mechanism, 2) ice nuclei
which are too small for this mechanism (or too hydroprobic) b u t large enough to nucleate the liquid phase
may do so by phoretic or Brownian deposition as
contact nuclei, and 3) ice nuclei which are already embedded within a drop but have not yet reached their
activation threshold may d o so on ascending into
colder strata.
Amplifying on the above, it is possible to distinguish
three different cloud systems:
1) the high-level releaser cloud (altostratus or, in some
cases, cirrostratus) alone whose particles nevertheless
arrive at the surface,
2) the combination of a releaser a n d spender cloud
(a high level altostratus a n d a lower level stratus), as
Bergeron postulated, and,
3) a relatively shallow spender cloud (convective stratocumulus to cumulus) alone whose precipitation potential is not always released naturally.
T h e occurrence of the first cloud system permits us to
observe the n u m b e r concentration of snow crystals which
nature produces to effectively scavenge the precipitable
water of system # 2 , or of a deep cyclonic system. T h e
crystals of system # 2 often have gone through too many
stages of growth by diffusion, riming a n d aggregation
for individual crystals to still be recognized and counted,
a n d the crystals of system # 3 are usually subject to the
same metamorphosis or are determined only from a
small (to non-existent) n u m b e r when temperatures are
comparatively high. In Section 3 we shall refer to these
three cloud systems, where possible, in describing corresponding crystal habit and concentrations. T h e variety of
cloud types found prior to or during Great Lakes snowstorms often lends itself to this type of categorization.
a. Great Lakes snowstorm

examining the relationship between differing cloud
properties a n d resultant snowfall types. Also they provide a variety of temperature, updraft, a n d mixedphase cloud combinations that probably at one time or
another are similar to snow clouds in a n u m b e r of other
geographic locales.
Early in the winter season (November and December)
when the lake is relatively warm, the vertical fluxes of
momentum, heat, and water vapor are pronounced a n d
the frequency of mesoscale secondary troughs in arctic
air outbreaks relatively high. T h e coupling of these
events (Peace and Sykes, 1966; Paine, 1971) can lead to
intense storm bands. T h e associated convective clouds
that develop over water are characterized by large waterto-ice ratios (i.e., clouds at water saturation); overall
average u p d r a f t s of the order of 0.5-1.0 m sec"1 (3-6 sec"1
in vigorous cloud cores—McVehil et al., 1968); a n d
owing to the cold ambient temperatures, small droplets
often averaging 10-30 /mi diameter. Ice nucleus concentrations typically measure less than 1 l"1 at —20C.
3. Snow crystal types and concentrations
a. Releaser and spender

clouds

Typical crystals of system # 1 (releaser cloud only)
are shown in Fig. la obtained from cirrus clouds ( T =
—37C), and in Fig. l b as sampled at the ground. T h e i r
prism habit is in agreement with the Magono-Lee (1966)
ice crystal diagram (Fig. 2). W i t h the spender cloud
missing, the crystals have little tendency to rime or
form flakes a n d their concentration can be calculated
quite accurately by counting the n u m b e r that fall in,
say, 10 seconds on one cm 2 of a black velvet surface (and
estimating their fall velocity). A small hand-held microscope helps to determine their habit and link them with
the correct cloud system. W e f o u n d that their concentration ranges quite consistently within the limits of 5
to 40 l"1. Since they fall at nearly 1 m sec-1, approximately 5,000 to 40,000 crystals per second enter each m 2

systems

Lake-effect snowstorms that occur to the lee of Lake
Erie have been studied in some detail (e.g., McVehil
et al., 1967; Weickmann et al., 1970a; Jiusto and Holroyd, 1970; Lavoie et al., 1970; Eadie et al, 1971). Because of their mesoscale b a n d dimensions, transition
f r o m lake to land influence, a n d distinct seasonal changes
in cloud microphysics properties, they offer a means of

FIG. la. Ice crystals in form of prism bundles formed in
cirrus cloud at 7500 m and —37C.
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below the freezing level they melt to a few large and fast
falling raindrops which are less efficient in raining-out an
existing water cloud than a greater n u m b e r of smaller
melt drops (seeding induced) would be (Weickmann,
1957a). W e believe, therefore, that conditions for artificial rain augmentation from stratified precipitation systems via the Bergeron-Findeisen process by ice nuclei
seeding are most favorable when the spender cloud
reaches below the freezing level, so that the increased
particle concentration may come to bear. Also, rain makers might well consider that these numbers are an order
of magnitude greater than the conventionally assumed
one crystal per liter for stimulating precipitation.

FIG. lb. Snow crystals in form of prism bundles observed at
the surface at a surface temperature of —13.9C.

area. It is interesting to note that the concentration of
raindrops which arrive at the surface is about 1,000 m~2
sec-1, or roughly an order of magnitude less.
W e believe that this is the first time that a realistic
concentration of nature's supply of snow crystals from
the seeder cloud has been determined, and three conclusions come immediately to mind: 1) in deep cyclonic
systems, nature supplies rather too much than too few
crystals, 2) crystal aggregation and flake formation prior
to melting must be an important process in the determination of certain r a i n d r o p spectra, and 3) in precipitating warm clouds the raindrop collision rate is generally considerably greater than accretion and aggregation rates of ice crystals in mixed phase clouds. (Note
that cloud droplet concentrations are some three to four
orders of magnitude greater than ice crystal concentrations; and the n u m b e r of respective collisions for a large
r a i n d r o p a n d snowflake similarly different.)

Another system # 1 example occurred in Buffalo, New
York, on 13 February 1971. It was a synoptic scale precipitation system whose center moved northeastward
and was located east of the Great Lakes region. W a r m
air overriding cold air on the back side of the larger
depression caused the formation of a deep altostratus
layer which continuously discharged very fine snow
crystals. A typical radiosonde cross section is shown in
Fig. 3. (Using Nakaya's classification, the dominant
crystal types observed are shown schematically in Fig. 3
and subsequent figures.) T h e overriding warm air is
clearly shown from the inversion (temperature increase at
900 mb). In the shallow layer below the inversion, clouds
could form but no ice crystals as the temperature was not
sufficiently cold. Lake Erie, being frozen at that time,
did not introduce significant low-level convection. Yet
from the homogeneously overcast sky, fine snow fell
whose crystals had the depicted shapes typical of lowtemperature cirrus and altostratus (Fig. la and b). T h e
ice character of the cloud above 600 mb follows from
the dewpoint trace which represents ice saturation for
the indicated environmental temperatures.
Small flakes of tiny rimed prism bundles (similar to

T h e significance of aggregation, however, is as yet still
insufficiently explored. In clouds above the freezing
level it leads to slowly falling, rotating and tumbling
large flakes which efficiently scavenge the cloud droplets;

FIG. 2. Temperature and humidity conditions for the
growth of natural snow crystals of various types (Magono
and Lee, 1968).

FIG. 3. Radiosonde data (temperature, dewpoint, relative
humidity) 13 February 1971, a.m., Buffalo, N.Y., during snowfall from releaser cloud (altostratus) only.
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those in Fig. lb) fell. Individual crystal sizes were about
0.1 m m in diameter making u p flakes 1 to 2 mm, with 20
to 30 crystals per flake. Note f r o m Fig. 3 that the occurrence of a thin stratocumulus layer at the inversion is
possible, which undoubtedly accounted for the riming
and aggregation of the descending high level crystals.
T h e total snow accumulation in 24 hours in the Buffalo area was light and not more than 2 to 3 inches; in
Bergeron's terminology, the snowfall was characterized
by the existence of a "releaser cloud" but the quasiabsence of a substantial low-level "spender cloud."
T o w a r d the center of the storm, where the latter was
present, 12 inches of snow a n d more accumulated.
T h i s same type system can occur over a great temperature interval. Fig. 4 shows a temperature-humidity
profile which occurred during an intensive snowfall over
the Denver, Colo., area. T h e high humidity extended u p
to the —25C level, which must have been the top
of the cloud deck, and probably of the generating
cloud elements. Crystals were observed near Boulder,
Colo., with a great variety of forms: from small, about
0.1 m m diameter graupel to small unrimed plate assemblies 1 (spatial plate crystals), about 0.1 to 0.2 m m diameter; to large sector dendrites, rimed and unrimed, partly

in flakes, partly single. T h e main forms were spatial plate
assemblies, single and aggregated, with 3-5 per flake
very similar to the laboratory crystals shown in Fig. 5.
It is noteworthy that on this day we estimated a crystal
concentration of 1-2 1~\ or near the lower end of the
concentration mentioned above. T h i s may be due to the
warmer temperature at which the crystals had formed.
T h e habits as described above persisted throughout the
entire day in varying ratios: during periods of heavier
snowfall rates, the spatial plate assemblies turned into
spatial dendrites, rimed and unrimed, thus displaying
nature's great flexibility of adjusting crystal forms to the
rate of condensation. (This system was actually bordering
on the type 2 classification.)
An example of system # 2 (combined releaser and
spender clouds) occurred to the lee of Lake Erie on 12
November 1968. T h e synoptic situation of this system was
very similar to the one of 13-14 February 1971 over the
Great Lakes region. Again northerly winds prevailed,
but we were located closer to the center of the depression. T h e lakes were warm (Lake Erie temperature
of 11C) which increased the tendency for the formation
of low level convective clouds. Along the south shore of
Lake Erie over a 20-mile stretch adjacent to Buffalo,
N.Y., moderate snowfall restricted visibility to less than
1 km. T h e snow at 1500 EST consisted of several forms:
mainly graupel, spatial dendrites, prism bundles with
side plates completely and partially rimed.
These forms are consistent with the temperature and
humidity profile of this day as noted in the insert of
Fig. 6. T h e warm lake temperature explains the formation of low convective clouds with some graupel formations. T h e morning radiosonde (Fig. 6) indicated the
existence of a deep moist layer which was ice saturated
in its upper parts, causing the formation of prismatic
crystals; the evening radiosonde showed drying out from

FIG. 4. Radiosonde data (temperature and dewpoint) for
Denver, Colo., 29 December 1972, a.m., during intensive
snowfall.
i The term "assembly" is used to typify a single crystal
which has grown as an irregular spatial assembly of prisms
(also called bundles of bullets), of plates, and branches; in
contrast to "snowflake" or "aggregate" which denotes a
cluster of individual crystals that have collided with and become attached to one another.

FIG. 5. Spatial dendrite embryos grown in water cloud at
—22C in cold chamber after seeding with Agl (aufm Kampe
et al.,

1951).
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FIG. 6. Radiosonde data (temperature, dewpoint, relative
humidity) for Buffalo, N.Y., 12 November 1968, a.m., during
snowfall from deep stratiform cloud system.

above, but still saturation u p to —20C which accounted
for the formation of spatial dendrites. W i t h the presence
of a lower spender cloud, the precipitation efficiency was
increased compared with the case of system # 1 , as is
evident from the low visibility and presence of many
rimed crystal forms.
Crystal concentrations that we measured at the ground
in these type 2 systems varied from a few per liter to
50 F 1 (approximately 3000-50,000 m"2 sec"1). In deeper
cyclonic systems of the northeast, m a x i m u m concentration values twice as great frequently have been obtained.
G u n n (1967) reported that the typical flux of crystals in
six Montreal snowstorms was about 10,000 m~2 sec -1 with
a range of 2000-100,000 m~2 sec -1 —very comparable
numbers.
A moderate lake storm which formed over Lake
O n t a r i o on 1 December 1969 serves to illustrate system
# 3 (spender cloud only). T h e airflow was from the
northwest to n o r t h and, as the radiosonde plot in Fig. 7
indicates, the lapse rate was nearly moist adiabatic. T h e
lake was still warm (+6C) causing the formation of a
convective stratocumulus layer whose tops apparently
reached the 700-650 m b level. A survey of the precipitation particles was made from the edge of the b a n d to its
center along an east-west direction, driving from downtown Buffalo, where the snowfall began, eastward for
about 30 miles. Every 2 to 3 miles, the snow crystals were
examined using a h a n d held microscope. Typical observations were as follows:
1705 EST: 36.9 miles from downtown Buffalo. Moderate to
heavy snowfall; large rimed dendrites and spatial dendrites
in flakes, riming considerable, causing new branches to
grow from crystal surfaces. Fall velocity greater than
1 m sec-1.
1745 EST: 26.4 miles from downtown Buffalo. Heavy snowfall of large flakes (>1 cm) consisting of large dendrites
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FIG. 7. Radiosonde data (temperature, dewpoint, relative
humidity) 1 December 1969. Buffalo, N.Y., a.m., during precipitation from spender cloud (convection stratocumulus).
and spatial dendrites, with branches emerging from rimed
droplets, all moderately rimed, sizes of individual crystals
5-7 mm diameter. The flakes are loosely aggregated causing
a very moderate fall velocity.
T h e precipitation process that was active in this cloud
system is no longer compatible with the Bergeron
mechanism of a spender and releaser cloud. Apparently
here the higher releaser cloud is missing a n d the
generation of precipitation has to be accomplished by
the spender cloud. While the precipitation intensity is
always light when the releaser cloud is present a n d the
spender cloud missing, this is not necessarily true when
only the spender cloud is available since the rate of
condensation in the convective cloud system can be very
high. T h e ice nuclei activation is then proportional to
the u p d r a f t strength and the coldest temperatures
achieved by the developing cloud. T h i s upward flux ends
with an inversion where the cloud spreads in a stratocumulus-cumulogenitus attitude thus preventing the loss
of ice crystals through evaporation, as often occurs with
cumulus clouds. Therefore, as long as the temperature
is low enough and convective activity vigorous, heavy
precipitation may fall from even shallow systems.
b. Crystal and snowflake

types vs. cloud physics

variables

T h e few observations mentioned above could be supplemented by a great n u m b e r which have been compiled
over the past 25 years. T h e y show that irregular snow
crystal habits are those commonly furnished by nature.
O n e tends frequently to ignore these irregular forms in
seeking out those more amenable to simpler classification
or calculation. While the releaser-spender cloud concept
is useful in visualizing winter precipitation mechanisms,
one often must look to the cloud dynamics a n d micro-
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physics variables in attempts to explain the specific type
of crystals and snowflakes that occur.
1. R i m e d crystals
T h e snow that falls along the shore plain of Lake Erie
in early winter consists mainly of heavily rimed crystals,
and spherical graupel averaging 2-4 mm. Highly symmetric graupel cones of the same sizes are not uncommon, the 7 m m cone pictured in Fig. 8a being one of the
largest observed. (Graupel in excess of 3-5 m m is occasionally accompanied by lightning discharges.) Fig. 8b
illustrates a typical sample of graupel pellets and rimed
forms virtually devoid of crystalline structure. Standard
collection calculations suggest that a single crystal can
accrete thousands of supercooled droplets in its evolution
to a graupel pellet.
Somewhat further inland, less heavily rimed crystals
of the type shown in Fig. 8c-e are often observed. T h e
transition in degree of r i m i n g is attributed to gradual
depletion of the cloud water content and weaker updrafts over land, both factors allowing the given cloud
humidity to reduce and approach ice saturation.

Later in the winter season, as air and water temperatures decrease, aggregates prevail even at the shortline.
R i m e d crystal forms correspondingly decline, which is
consistent with the lower liquid content, the generally
reduced convective activity, and the exponential ice-

2. Snowflakes
Snowflake aggregates occur with greater frequency as
inland distance increases a n d soon become dominant.

FIG. 8a (top)-b (bottom). Rimed snow crystals.

FIG. 8c (top)-e (bottom). Rimed snow crystals.
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nucleus concentration increase with falling temperature. In short, colder clouds with weaker u p d r a f t s more
effectively glaciate, yielding larger concentrations of
crystals.
Fig. 9a shows several snowflakes, the largest measuring
approximately 2.5 cm. Examining such flakes under
higher magnification as in Figs. 9b-c, it is evident that
they usually consist of loosely packed dendritic crystals
and some thin plates. Data, though not plentiful, support
the contention that dendritic crystals favor the aggregation of crystals. Clearly, they should possess a higher
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aerodynamic collection efficiency than compact crystals
(Weickmann, 1957). Additionally, they form at near
water-saturated conditions (note Fig. 2) where supercooled droplets are present. If droplets are accreted by
the dendrites, then the spectrum of crystal fall velocities
and crystal adhesion properties are likely to increase.
Both factors are capable of enhancing the collisioncollection mechanism as suggested by a standard crystal
mass aggregation expression:
(dm/dt)

= TTrr2 E,E2 m ( V f - Vt),

where rf is the flake radius, Ei and E2 the collision and
attachment efficiencies,
the cloud ice content, and
Vf and Vi the fall velocities of flake and individual
crystals respectively. I n short, dendritic crystal shape and
riming are likely to increase Ei, E2, and V f , other factors
being equal.
Snowflakes consisting of thick plates and prisms are
rather uncommon (Magono, 1958). Figs. 10a and b illustrate dense snowflakes resulting from heavy seeding of a
Lake Erie cloud by NOAA and the Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory (Weickmann et al., 1970; Holroyd and
Jiusto, 1971). In this case the supercooled cloud was
rapidly glaciated by silver iodide concentrations of the
order of 1000 1~\ Despite the small size of the competing crystals (about 100 /mi) and their compact nature,
the high concentrations produced snowflakes with tens
to hundreds of crystals per flake.
Collisions amongst snowflakes and between flakes
and crystals can cause breakage of branches which subsequently develop into additional irregular crystals and
flakes. T h e process of aggregation is complex a n d detailed investigations are still rare (Sasyo, 1971). About
the only extensive data on snowflake statistics known to
us is Dowbrowolski's report of snowflakes vs. temperature which he observed in the Antarctic during the first
Polar year, 1897-1899 (Dowbrowolski, 1903). H e f o u n d
a marked temperature dependence of snowflake occurrence as given in T a b l e 1.
T h e data indicate that surface temperatures warmer
than —10C are favorable for aggregation to occur in
polar latitudes. T h i s agrees with Magono (1960) who
states that snowflakes generally occur at temperatures
warmer than —10C. O u r lakestorm observations, conversely, suggest that aggregation can occur at colder temperatures; they also indicate that a form dependence
exists, as spatial dendrites easily interlock and aggregate.
Interestingly, spatial prism bundles show little tendency to aggregate. Only a few laboratory investigations
have dealt with the formation of snowflakes. As pointed

TABLE 1. Snowflake occurrence.
Temperature

FIG. 9a (top)-c (bottom). Snow crystal aggregates—dendritic.

+ 1.0 to - 5.0C
-5.lto-10.0C
colder than to - 10C

Frequency (%)

83
9
8
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out by Hallgren and Hosier (1960) and by Fletcher
(1962), the formation of snowflakes is not only a matter
of collision but also a matter of adhesion, and as mentioned above, of interlocking of crystals. According to
Hallgren and Hosier's observations the adhesion is dep e n d e n t on the environmental humidity; it is strongly
diminished if the crystals collide in a dry environment.
At temperatures warmer t h a n —10C adhesion is enhanced by a thin quasi-liquid film which covers the ice
surface and whose thickness at —5C is computed to be
about 40 A. T h i s circumstance appears to explain the
great tendency of needles to form flakes. T h e chance for
two crystals to collide, on the other hand, is not always
proportional to the fall distance, as evidenced by the
poor tendency of prism bundles to form flakes; prism
bundles formed at the cirrus level have most certainly a
long common trajectory a n d interaction time, but apparently not a sufficiently large concentration or attachment efficiency for significant aggregation.
3. Individual crystals
Fig. 11a somewhat restores faith in the occurrence of
symmetric crystals. These u n r i m e d crystals occurred in
cold stratiform clouds in Yellowstone Park (Cheng, 1971).
Individual unrimed crystals are also the dominant type
measured by Grant and Mielke (1967) in the orographic
clouds of Climax, Colo. H e r e the clouds are very cold
(typically —20C or lower) a n d the updrafts a weak 10-15
cm sec -1 . W e have also observed a higher frequency of
simple pristine crystals in shallow arctic clouds over the
Greenland Ice Cap. Conversely, winter orographic clouds
if sufficiently vigorous can produce rimed crystals and
aggregation not unlike lakestorm snow forms, as described earlier. It would a p p e a r that conditions favorable
for single symmetric crystals are cold thin clouds, low
liquid water content, weak updrafts, and adequate but
not excessive concentrations of ice nuclei. These conditions are sometimes met in a) upper level trough systems (releaser clouds only), a n d b) convective cyclonic
systems at mid-latitudes, b u t apparently only along the
storm edges (as Bentley observed) or for relatively short
periods when cloud cells are just developing or decaying.
Figure l i b , at first glance, is another symmetric crystal.
Closer observation, however, reveals a n u m b e r of irregularities and gaps along its branches. Some distortions may result from nonsymmetrical diffusion patterns about a falling crystal. Yet this dendrite (and several others examined) strongly suggests a crystal fragmentation mechanism, p e r h a p s through collisions with
other crystals or supercooled drops. Large numbers of
crystal fragments are observed in some lake storms; in
one case 80% of the replicated crystals consisted of
fragments. T h e crystal classification system of Magono
and Lee (1966) includes several fragment categories, notably broken branches and rimed broken branches suggestive of dendrite collisions.
Fig. l i e (from Fredonia College, a few miles inland
from Lake Erie) illustrates that all three mechanisms—

FIG. 10a (top)-b (bottom). Dense snow crystal aggregates
from seeded clouds.
diffusion, riming, and aggregation—can and do act simultaneously in the development of some crystals. O n e
would expect the corresponding a priori conditions to
be vigorous convective clouds with ample supercooled
water and ice crystals.
4. Double crystals
Double crystals, that is, two parallel planar crystals
separated by a frozen droplet, often go unnoticed because of the small dimension of the connecting center.
T h e y have been observed in Great Lakes snowstorms on
several occasions and in the northern Rockies (Auer,
1970), and have been duplicated in the laboratory
(Weickmann et al., 1970). T h e latter authors have shown
that relatively large (15 to 25+ /mi) supercooled drops,
u p o n freezing, can initiate the growth of crystals on
opposite sides of the drops (Fig. 12a); contact nucleation
was dominant in these experiments.
Clearly, vigorous supercooled clouds would be required to form sizable drops and dual crystals. T h e
process should be favored by reasonably strong updrafts,
few ice nuclei, and relatively warm temperatures (note
that the droplet growth rate by diffusion is approximately twice as great at —10C as at —25C). Polycrystals
described in the next section require colder freezing
temperatures.
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of high ice supersaturation (near water saturation). If
these crystals fall into a spender cloud at temperatures
warmer than —25C and relative humidities near water
saturation, their bases develop into end plates, stars, or
dendrites. Also prism bundles, which have grown side
plates, have been described and received a special category (S3) in the Magono-Lee classification.
Irregular and spatial crystals in water clouds at temperatures warmer than —25C can develop due to "birth
defects" from droplet freezing by contact nucleation or
by an embedded ice nucleus; alternately, irregular
growth can result from defects acquired during the
growth phase, particularly in the riming process at low
temperatures. (Riming at higher temperatures, above
about —IOC to —15C, will usually cause the formation
of graupel.) Fig. 12b shows laboratory crystals at an
early stage of development, whose irregularities we would
call "birth defects." Only if the crystal emerges from a
frozen droplet can its irregularity be systematized.
Depending on temperature and size, a droplet upon
freezing may become a single crystal or polycrystal. For
a population of cloud droplets with diameters u p to
100 ^m, Fig. 13 shows the percentage of single crystals
and polycrystals, respectively, as a function of temperature. As the temperature lowers, the formation of polycrystals increases while the formation of single crystals
decreases. T h e data for Fig. 13 have been derived by us
from the studies of Magono and Aburakawa (1968). A
similar but inverse relationship can be established between polycrystallinity and size, i.e., the larger the drop
the more probable is the formation of a polycrystal. T h i s
may be, as Brownscombe and Hallett (1967) point out,
due to dendritic growth from several nucleating sites in
the crystallizing bulk water of the large drop.
Figs. 14a and b illustrate schematically how double
stars may form with two parallel crystals and spatial
multiple stars from polycrystals (droplet centers). T h e
proximity of the developing crystal branches causes a

FIG. 11a (lop)-c (bottom). Crystals with diffusional growth
dominant (progressive irregularities): (a) shallow orographic
cloud, Yellowstone National Park; (b, c) convective stratocumulus, Lake Erie, N.Y.

5. Irregular polycrystals and spatial crystals
T h e r e are numerous processes leading to irregular
three-dimensional habits. Prism bundles emerge from irregular low temperature cirrus crystals; the prisms may
display air enclosures, they can be entirely hollow
or even open along one prism side in the form of a
scroll. It appears that hollow prism forms are a sign

FIG. 12a. Double crystals developed in cold chamber after
droplet nucleation by seeding with 2% Agl-lsopropylamine
mixture at —17C.
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FIG. 12b. Crystals developed in cold chamber after nucleation with dry ice at —17.5C. Note that crystals have irregular
forms but no center droplet due to homogeneous nucleation.

competition for the water vapor amongst the twelve rays
in the case of the double crystals. T h e result is that the
upper crystal may succeed in developing a certain number of rays which are complemented by the alternate
branches of the lower crystal (note Fig. 12c). Some 12-ray
stars apparently represent an interesting twinning form
of this kind in which the secondary axes of the u p p e r
and lower star are rotated by 30°. A corresponding selection takes place in the development of a spatial dendrite
from a polycrystal nucleus (Weickmann, 1972). T h e
crystals of Figs. 5 and 12a were the result of contact
nucleation of droplets by silver iodide. Homogeneous
nucleation after dry ice seeding leads to irregular forms
also, as Fig. 12b shows, but the crystals are of course
without center drops.
T h e ventilation of planar a n d spatial dendrites during
descent causes the local concentration of water vapor
near the crystal surface to be enhanced (Hallett, 1965).
Since most dendrites rotate as they fall, the ventilation
factor is again enhanced, having the same effect as an increase in supersaturation. T h i s permits dendritic growth
to proceed at higher temperatures (approximately 2C)
than without ventilation (Hallett, 1964). A similar vapor
enhancement effect is caused by the presence of a water
cloud. T h e water droplets in the proximity of an ice
crystal deform the field of vapor diffusion around the
crystal in a way that the vapor pressure gradient toward
the crystal increases. These conditions have been studied
by Marshall and Langleben (1954). T h e y f o u n d that
for dense clouds, liquid contents >10 gm m~3 and large
ice particles (diameter about 1 mm), the equivalent
supersaturation corresponds to 1.23 times the value at
water saturation. Ventilation and the relative motion
between crystals and cloud droplets are not considered;
both factors will, however, f u r t h e r increase the localized
supersaturation. T h e Marshall and Langleben theory
appears to be well confirmed by a series of very interesting, little known experiments by Nakaya et al. (1958).

FIG. 12c. Double crystals showing competition for water
vapor of upper and lower branches.

While the true relationships are still poorly understood,
there can be no question that one is confronted here
with a much neglected area in cloud microphysics which
enters significantly into the efficiency not only of the
Bergeron precipitation process in a stratiform system,
but in any precipitation process in convective clouds in

FIG. 13. Formation of single and polycrystals upon crystallization of cloud droplets in percent of drop numbers.
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2) T h e i r irregular rotating a n d tumbling fall attitude
likewise helps to collect cloud droplets, a n d finally
3) These cloud droplets at low temperatures form centers for new branches; at high temperatures near the
freezing point, u p o n crystallization, they easily form
needles which again enhance the riming efficiency in
the high water contents of the warm spender clouds.

FIG. 14a. Schematic drawing indicating formation of double
star on the ends of a droplet frozen into single crystal. Note
competition for vapor causes irregular growth of opposing
branches of the two crystals.

T h e important point must be made here that these
needles are secondary ice formations which originate
because large cloud droplets and drizzle drops are collected and crystallize subsequently. U n d e r these conditions giant wet snowflakes form, such as those we observed on 30 April 1973 (2115 LT). T h e log entry reads:
"Heavy snowfall from large flakes, 1/2 to 2 cm diameter,
consisting of wet crystals amongst which many long
needles (sticks) are conspicuous together with wet and irregular dendritic forms a n d large frozen drops. Concentration of the large flakes estimated at 15 to 20 per
30 liters of air."
c. Precipitation

FIG. 14b. Schematic drawing of the crystal development from
polycrystal. Crystal habit is spatial dendrite.

which the ice phase plays a role. Further, formidable
barriers for analytical as well as numerical solutions
still exist. N o doubt, the growth rates estimated by
Marshall and Langleben will cause growth irregularities
a n d spatial developments due to the highly supersaturated growth condition.
Finally, attention is again called to the very important
processes of riming and aggregation. Magono and Lee
(1966) devote considerable attention to the formation of
secondary branches emerging from collected supercooled
cloud droplets, thus forming spatial dendrites. Iwai
(1971) shows that a cloud droplet collected and then
freezing to the surface of a stellar or plate crystal often
causes a new branch to grow which is inclined 70° to the
host plane. H e shows that such growth can be explained
as twin formation of two c-axes.
T h e f u n d a m e n t a l significance of all spatial crystal
forms lies in the fact that they are excellent scavengers
of moisture, via both vapor diffusion as well as by droplet riming. T h e scavenging efficiency of these crystals
is extraordinarily high for several reasons:
1) Nakaya (1957) was the first one to emphasize that
air passes not only around a snowflake but also
through it. Thus, their riming efficiency is strongly enhanced and not diminished as it is for a solid body
of the same size, shape, and fall velocity.

modification

W e realize that all the foregoing processes are designed
to increase the snow-out capability of a cloud and to
adjust the rate of precipitation to the rate of condensation. Lamellar spatial growth, dendritic branches, enhancement of crystal diffusional growth through ventilation and the proximity of water drops, fall attitude,
aggregation and finally riming and aggregation to giant
flakes are the milestones in the evolution of snow
crystals in the presence of high contents of precipitable
water a n d / o r a deficiency of freezing nuclei. It appears
that only when nature has exhausted all of these growth
processes, and still has not succeeded in scavenging much
of the potential moisture, does artificial seeding have
prospects of enhancing precipitation. T h e chances appear more favorable if a deep water (warm or supercooled) cloud lies below the snow cloud. Seeding may,
though not always, increase the n u m b e r of snowflakes;
then the greater n u m b e r of accreting flakes (or coalescing
melt raindrops) may increase the precipitation efficiency
of the low-level cloud.
4. Cloud microphysics calculations
No entirely satisfactory model of crystal development in
a mixed-phase cloud has yet been devised. T h e vapor
deposition process can be handled reasonably well for
certain idealized crystal habits (e.g., Koenig, 1971); efforts
to incorporate riming effects (Jiusto, 1967; Podzimek,
1969; and Cotton, 1970) have met with some success
recognizing the necessity of introducing simplifying assumptions; finally, the consideration of snow crystal
aggregation has only been attempted to date by separate
calculations divorced from the other two mechanisms
(Magono, 1953; Jiusto, 1971; Sasyo, 1971). Nevertheless,
these partial formulations provide information useful in
interpreting the crystal observations of Section 3.
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Fig. 15 illustrates the time dependence of ice crystal
type a n d cloud glaciation o n ice nucleus concentrations (N — 1-1000 1_1) in a vigorous cloud of 1 m sec -1
u p d r a f t and temperature of —20C. As described elsewhere (Jiusto, 1971), the conditions simulate active Great
Lakes snowstorms in which crystal riming and deposition are occurring. T h e letter P indicates the onset time
of partial riming and R heavy crystal riming; if sufficient
crystals are present, a return to strict vapor deposition
growth (D) may occur as the cloud glaciates. Crystal
size and type are indicated a f t e r 30 minutes of growth
time.
It is evident that light r i m i n g in the model cloud 2
commences in about two minutes almost independently
of ice nucleus concentrations (<;100 1_1). Heavy riming
and graupel formation commences in approximately 1213 min for N = 1 and 10 1~\ with these crystal concentrations not being able to accommodate all the liquid
water generated in the 1 m sec-1 updraft. Approximately 4 to 5 m m graupel pellets are predicted after a
30-min growth time.
Crystal concentrations of approximately 50 l"1 or
more are able to prevent heavy riming and succeed in
completely glaciating the cloud in times of 15 min or
less. It is interesting that some riming is to be expected even with N — 100 l"1. Only in the simulated overseeding case of N = 1000 1_1 was riming completely inhibited. These trends of crystal type, size, and riming
were supported by field observations.
T a b l e 2 lists the approximate time and cloud layer
thickness required for the formation of graupel of 1 m m
radius in model clouds of varying updrafts. Note that
the stronger the updraft, the less is the time required for

graupel to form. T h i s is due to the corresponding increase in cloud liquid water, and hence, increase in
crystal riming rate as the u p d r a f t becomes more intense.
Of particular interest is the indication that the required
cloud layer thickness can be as shallow as about 0.18 km,
which occurs with u p d r a f t s of 1 m sec-1. Such u p d r a f t
magnitudes correspond rather closely with the terminal
fall velocity of partially rimed crystals so that a growing crystal remains relatively "stationary" with respect to
the ground. Because natural crystal concentrations in excess of 50 1_1 are rare and average lake storm updrafts of
0.5-1 m sec -1 are not, one should not be surprised at the
common occurrence of graupel and rimed crystals observed near the shorelines of the Great Lakes.
Snowflake aggregates, as noted earlier, constitute one
of, if not the most common form observed in typical
snowstorms. T h e collision rate ( d C 0 / d t ) of a snowflake
falling through a population of individual crystals can
be expressed as
(.dC0/dt) = T r r f 2 E Nc (v, ~ Vc),
where rf is the radius of the flake, Nc the concentration
of individual ice crystals in the cloud, and vf and vc the
fall velocity of flake and crystals, respectively.
T h e terminal fall velocity vf of snowflakes, and of flake
radius rf as a function of crystal concentration nc per
flake and individual crystal radius r, can be expressed
(Jiusto and Holroyd, 1970) as follows:
Vf — 150
rf = 0.25 nc1/2r.
These equations allow, with some simplifying starting
assumptions, an estimation of crystal aggregation rates
and the size and velocity changes of falling snowflakes. It
was assumed that a three-crystal snowflake initially
existed, that v c — 30 cm sec-1, and E = 1. T h e equation
set was then solved numerically for various cloud crystal
concentrations (Nc) and fixed crystal sizes (r).
T h e degree of aggregation (number of crystals per
flake) can be estimated by such simple first-approximation calculations. A constant population of cloud crystals
was assumed and, without a depletion term, aggregation
is certainly exaggerated. However, the general trends are

TABLE 2. Required cloud layer depth (km) and

time (min) for graupel (r = 1 mm) formation.
Ice nucleus concentration Nc
Updraft
u (cm/sec)

5
20
100
300

FIG. 15. Cloud liquid water content as used up by various
crystal concentrations (Nc).
2 Model cloud: T — —20C; p = 800 mb; liquid water
0.43 gm m~3 initially; water saturation initially.
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Graupel does not form.
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considered informative. In short, aggregation is slight
to nonexistent with crystal concentrations of 1 l 1 , and
also minimal with N — 10 l - 1 until crystal sizes reach 2
mm or so. Aggregation becomes a dominant growth
mechanism for crystal concentrations in excess of about
50 1_1. A simulated overseeding case (Ne= 1000 1~\ r =
0.2 mm) indicated, after 30-40 min, aggregation values
of several tens to hundreds of crystals per flake; such
values are closely comparable with the field observations
illustrated in Figs. 10a and b.
How does one explain the common occurrence of
snowflakes if crystal concentrations of several tens per
liter of air are required? First, as we have mentioned
above, in deep systems nature already provides for 5
to 40 crystals per liter. Second, some type of multiplication process appears necessary as numerous investigators
have reported (reviews by Mossop, 1970, 1971). T h e
observations of broken crystals and fragments in convective lake storms certainly gives strong evidence of a
dendritic fragmentation process, at least in active mixedphase clouds possessing temperatures of —10 to —20C.
An updraft-balance mechanism for concentrating crystals
in certain (presumably upper) layers of clouds also offers
a possibility. T h e rupturing of frost fragments (Schaefer
and Cheng, 1971) may be operative. Supercooled droplet
splintering cannot be ruled out, although laboratory results (Hobbs, 1969; Mossop, 1970) appear inconclusive.
It is perhaps prudent to refrain from speculation and
merely suggest that the common snowflake aggregation
mechanism is deserving of substantial laboratory and
field investigation.
5. Summary
Snow crystals grow by the diffusion of water vapor, by
droplet riming, and by crystal aggregation. T h e major
growth mechanisms are interrelated and strongly affected
by important feedback mechanisms whose effects on the
integrated snow crystals growth process is still poorly
understood. Each dominant growth mechanism or combination of mechanisms is indicative of certain cloud
conditions. Numerical cloud models are thus far too
simplistic and observations too spotty to specify in detail
the relationship between snow forms and cloud variables. Individual crystals growing strictly by diffusion
possess a well-known unique dependence on temperature
and humidity (Nakaya, 1954) that undoubtedly cannot
be paralleled with more complex snow types and their
varying cloud environment. However, certain snowfall
signatures at the ground do reveal a good deal about
cloud physics processes taking place overhead.
Based on mixed-phase cloud calculations and observations (direct or reported) in several geographically different winter storms, the following points appear applicable:
1) A modified Bergeron-classification of an upper releaser cloud and a lower spender cloud (or eacli type
alone) is often useful in describing the efficiency of
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precipitation of layered clouds as well as explaining
resultant crystal types. An a priori condition for heavy
snowfall is the presence of a thick convective spender
cloud; when such a cloud is too warm to precipitate
effectively, artificial seeding of its upper portions or of
a higher releaser cloud may stimulate precipitation.
Crystal concentrations discharged by releaser clouds
range quite consistently between 5 and 40 per liter, in
measurements made to date.
2) T h e most common type of snowfall in mid-latitude
vigorous storms consists of snowflake aggregates. Flakes
comprised of 10 to 100 or more individual crystals require high crystal concentrations somewhere in the
cloud. They often consist of dendrites and thin plates
indicative of moist conditions near water saturation;
interestingly, flakes consisting of numerous needles occur also. Column and thick-plate aggregates signifying
ice-saturated conditions are far less common. T h e latter
can be produced by heavy seeding of supercooled clouds.
3) Rimed crystal forms are common in the beginning
or toward the end of the winter season, when ambient
temperatures are relatively mild or near large water
bodies. In all cases, vigorous convection and a scarcity of
ice nuclei to produce water-saturated cloud conditions
and a high ratio of water-to-ice are required. Lightning
discharges have been observed in the presence of falling graupel over the Great Lakes and in East Coast
storms. Rimed crystal forms become far less common
during the height of the winter season.
4) Individual symmetric crystals are rather rare in
vigorous thick storm systems. They are more apt to be
found on the passive edges of major cyclonic and mesoscale lake-storm systems, or in thin orographic clouds.
Only weak updrafts can be tolerated in order to minimize cloud liquid water and interaction with droplets;
ice crystal concentrations cannot be so great as to promote aggregation. These conditions are often met in
shallow Arctic clouds. They have also been reported
from orographic clouds in the Rocky Mountains (Grant
and Mielke, 1967).
5) Irregular crystal forms—fragments, rimed branches,
and unsymmetric segments—are sometimes dominant
during periods of convective storms. They suggest that
hydrometeor interactions are common, that collisional
processes must be considered in realistic cold-cloud
models, and that multiplication of crystals by some type
of fracturing or riming may be significant.
6) Double crystals, which are often difficult to discern without stereoscopic microscopic inspection, may be
more prevalent than the few observations would suggest.
Typically forming on supercooled drops, they signify the
presence of supercooled clouds and relatively large
drops. Polycrystals and spatial dendrites reflect droplet
freezing at colder temperatures or of larger droplets, but
other formation (collisional) mechanisms not involving
droplet centers but accreted cloud droplets appear
equally possible. After more definitive study, it is possible that these latter complex crystal forms will serve
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as indicators of specific cloud conditions and nucleation
m e d i a n isms.
7) Snow crystal investigators should be encouraged
not to single out the aesthetic symmetric crystals but to
give equal weight to irregular forms and fragments so
that:
a) a better perspective can be gained of the many
crystal formations and interaction mechanisms occurring in given clouds a n d storm types, and
b) more realistic numerical models of mixed-phase
clouds can be developed.
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news and notes
Nimbus-5 maps rainfall over oceans
Daily measurements of water vapor made by an Electrically
Scanning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) carried by NASA's
weather satellite are enabling scientists to chart the distribution of rainfall over the oceans. The Nimbus-5, launched 11
December 1972, has made it possible to monitor ocean rainfall in a global scale. Knowledge of its extent and rate will
give meteorologists information about the amount of energy
released into the atmosphere, and will, in turn, make longrange weather forecasts feasible and improve short-term forecasts of severe phenomena. The intensity of a storm or even
the potential for the occurrence of a storm may be related to
the amount of energy released in the area by the process
which causes rainfall. Knowing both these factors will provide greater understanding of tropical storms and hurricanes
and will allow prediction of their short-term (24-48 hr)
intensity.
Dr. Thomas Wilheit of the Goddard Space Flight Center
in Greenbelt, Md., is the ESMR Principal Investigator and
was responsible for construction and calibration of the instrument along with the interpretation of its results. In
explaining the visual false color picture of the Earth which
was made on the ground from the signals from Nimbus-5 during 12-16 January, he noted that a light blue patch about
600 mi off Cape Hatteras caused by rain falling at the rate
of 0.05 inch hr -1 . The other light blue areas covering the
oceanic equatorial region show moisture in the atmosphere;
the amount of rainfall or water vapor could be determined by

careful analysis. The dark blue portions of the globe represent areas where the atmosphere is somewhat drier, and the
black sections extending away from the equator show very
dry regions with no clouds and low humidity. Light green
portions over the oceans around the polar latitudes indicate
extremely dry arctic air with 5-10% relative humidity. Similar patches off Baja California and the west coast of Africa
reflect high pressure systems.
Global land masses stand out in vivid contrast and are
easily recognized through the clouds in the microwave image,
although the color contrasts that are clear indications of
atmospheric moisture content over the oceans are more
ambiguous over land. The emission of microwave radiation is
affected by sensible surface temperature, soil moisture, vegetation, and surface roughness. Hot and dry highlands, regions of high soil moisture, and snow-covered areas are all
depicted by different colors, with the snow-covered regions
exhibiting microwave emissions of much lesser intensity. The
brown over the U.S. and Europe indicates moderate surface
temperatures, whereas a striking line across north Africa,
dividing the brown from the bright red color, shows the
contrast between the desert to the north and the dense
vegetation to the south. As expected, the land surfaces
in the Southern Hemisphere, where it was summer, showed
higher temperatures than the land surfaces of the Northern
Hemisphere, where it was winter.
(More news and notes on page 1195)
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